Mitsubishi delica 1994

Free airport pickup - fly in, drive home. Nationwide shipping available. First there was the Star
Wagon, then there came the Space Gear. More power, more refined, and with all the ruggedness
you expect from a Mitsubishi Delica. It's in the looks, the name, the versatility, the capability,
and the overall felling you get when behind the wheel of this beefcake. The two tone paint is set
off by the oversized bull bar and shining alloy wheels. On the inside, its unique upholstery gives
a distinctive and classic feel. This particular specimen shows very little use or signs of wear.
The original paint dazzles and the interior trim shines. With such low miles this rig is ready to
take you North, South, East, West and everywhere in between. This rig has been fully detailed
and is available for sale. Photo gallery with over detailed photos below. Sold with a clean South
Dakota title and copies of all import documents. Located in California. Nationwide delivery
available and free airport pickup for prospective buyers. Maintenance and Service:. Minor paint
chips see photos. Please note, this vehicle is part of the owner's personal collection and is
being offered as a private party sale. Mileage: 93, Miles. Engine: 6G72 cc 6 Cylinder. Fuel Type:
Gasoline. Transmission: 4-speed Automatic. Drive: 4wd. Steering: Right Hand Drive. Interior
Color: Grey. Origin: Osaka - Japan. Home Inventory Resources Contact More. Home Inventory
Resources Contact. Photo Gallery. The Mitsubishi Delica is a range of vans and pickup trucks
designed and built by the Japanese automaker Mitsubishi Motors since It was originally based
on a cabover van and pickup truck introduced the previous year, also called the Delica, its name
a contraction of the English language phrase Deli very ca r. The passenger car versions were
known as Delica Star Wagon from until the introduction of the Delica Space Gear , which
became simply Space Gear in Europe at least. The most recent version not available as a
commercial vehicle is called the Delica D With the exception of the first, versions of all
generations are still being sold in various international markets. The production of the Delica
light commercial cab-over pickup began in July A year later, in line with consumer needs, a
cargo van and a passenger van were added to the line-up. The passenger van, discontinued in ,
was called the 'Delica Coach' and could seat nine people in three rows of seats. The engine was
upgraded to 62 PS 46 kW in In March , a slightly facelifted version, called the Delica 75 , arrived.
This the T received a small grille rather than the naked metal front of the earliest Delicas, and a
new 1. The smaller 1. After a fall facelift, the Delica received a new nose with much plastic
cladding and double headlights, now mounted beneath the swage line. It was now known only
as the "Delica ", as this was the only engine with which it was available mention of a Delica is
most likely apocryphal, perhaps an issue of confusion arising from the "" chassis code. A
longer wheelbase T one-ton truck was added in It became a massive success in Indonesia,
where "Colt" became synonymous with minibus. Mitsubishi dominated the market and the T
remained in production until The nametag was revived in February with a rebadged version of
the Suzuki Carry Futura. The Delica series was replaced in June by an all new design, bringing
overall width up to the maximum 1,millimetre 67 in dictated by Japanese regulations for
"compact" vehicles. A four-wheel drive option was made available in , a first in the Japanese
van market. The four-wheel drive version of the Delica was first introduced to the Japanese
market in October Japanese consumers were liable for higher amounts of annual road tax due
to the larger engines installed in higher trim level packages. From May , the L Express received
rectangular headlights in chrome surrounds as part of the SC iteration. Philippines got the 2nd
generation Delica as the Mitsubsihi L as early as in but it took another 4 years for the FB AUV
variant to arrive in the market. In , an extended rear body variant for the FB variant called the
Exceed was added. In , local truck body manufacturer Centro Manufacturing launched a minibus
version of the L called the XV Mikrobus. It is built on the FB Exceed platform and is meant to be
used as a public utility vehicle, a school bus, or an ambulance. It is also meant to revive the
Versa Van and to be an alternative to the FB variant. The L received a facelift in and was sold
until Mitsubishi updated the styling of the L for the model year, now featuring the new horizontal
chrome grille similar to the "Dynamic Shield" design language found on other Mitsubishi
models like the Mitsubishi Xpander , Mitsubishi Montero Sport to distinguish it from older Ls.
This generation is still in production in Indonesia as the Colt L , [30] equipped with the 2. A
petrol engine was also available for a short period, but due to lack of demand, it was
discontinued. The Bison costs a bit more than a corresponding L In April , the Isuzu Bison was
discontinued due to lack of demand and later replaced by Isuzu's fully developed Traga. In
South Korea, Hyundai built the second generation Delica as the " Hyundai Porter ", replacing an
earlier model with the same name. South Korean production of this Porter continued alongside
the third generation Delica, which was marketed by Hyundai as the "Grace". This Porter was
replaced by an indigenously developed third generation Porter in March In June , the Delica
underwent its third full model change. More aerodynamic than previous versions, its
monocoque body and extensive safety features proved very popular in Japan's fast-growing
recreational vehicle market segment. The more rounded design was referred to as "soft cube"

styling by Mitsubishi. The commercial version is called the "Express" in Australia. Two
wheelbases have been offered. Although the subsequent L Delica and Delica Space Gear were
introduced in , production of the Delica Starwagon continued for the Japanese market until In
May , Mitsubishi discontinued the commercial version of the third generation Delica in
Australiaâ€”badged as the Mitsubishi Expressâ€”due to its inferior safety. The Express had
changed little since it received a minor model change in A large range of engines were
available, from a 1. Rear- or four-wheel drive, several bodystyles and two different wheelbases
made for a particularly extensive line-up. The four-wheel drive chassis was based on that of the
contemporary Mitsubishi Pajero , although parts are seldom interchangeable. Late general
export market versions received a carburetted valve version of the 2. Cargo versions are built
by the China Motor Corporation in Taiwan. Launched in December , this version originally
received the twin headlights as used in the US market versions, but after a front-end facelift the
new more aerodynamic version received thinner and more rounded headlights. This version
was called the "New Grace". Both the 2. It takes two more minor changes at each and ,
production ended in end of In , the Delica was also rebadged under the Soueast brand, which
occurred through In the Philippines, this generation of the Delica was called the "L Exceed" to
differentiate itself to the ageing second generation L Versa Van which was still being sold there
at that time, and was introduced starting from Although prior to that, Hyundai has already been
selling it's pre-facelift rebadged sibling, the Hyundai Grace since the start of the s. Delica is
imported from Japan to New Zealand for camper van conversion. From until , Mitsubishi sold
this model in small numbers in the United States as the "Wagon" for passenger versions and
"Van" for windowless cargo versions. For model years and an LS version of the Wagon was
added. Once the fifteen-year minimum age threshold was reached, enthusiasts began importing
Japanese-market Delicas to Canada. The 4WD turbo diesel van is also a common choice for
Canadian postal workers who require a right hand drive vehicle. Introduced for , the British
market received the L with either the 1. Both wheelbases were available. In continental Europe
the car was also sold as the L, with engine options depending on local taxation and market
conditions. Released on 12 May , the newest Delica received considerably more aerodynamic
bodywork. No truck model was available of this generation, and passenger models were now
called Delica Space Gear in the domestic Japanese market. The fourth generation Delica shares
its engine and transmission with the Mitsubishi Pajero , but unlike the Pajero of its time it is of
monocoque construction and lacks a separate chassis. The Delica 4WD still offers ample
off-road capabilities, with four-wheel drive , high and low ratio gears and differential locking. It
has engine variations from 2. Apart from the 2. In many export markets, the cargo versions of
the fourth generation were called the Mitsubishi L while the passenger versions were called
Mitsubishi Space Gear â€” without using the Delica nameplate at all. In Australia, this
generation, known as the WA series was available in both cargo Mitsubishi Express and
passenger Mitsubishi Starwagon versions. The Starwagon was available between September
and The Express launched at the same time, but continued on until To differentiate the
semi-bonneted WA Express from the cheaper, previous generation SJ series that sold alongside
it, the WA models were disambiguated with the "Walk-Thru" designation. Both four-cyliner
engines were fitted standard with a five-speed manual transmission with optional four-speed
column-shift automatic. The 3. The facelift model, released in saw the range rationalised with
only the base GL and mid-range GLX models retained. In , the Delica was upgraded with a
facelift model. The upgrade is mostly cosmetic with changes to the lighting clusters and front
bodypanel, with the integration of a moulded bumper in place of the original three section
bullbar. The engine was upgraded with an electronic control type distribution type jet pump and
an electronic sidestep was made standard on the higher specification versions. In Taiwan, the
third generation Delica continued to be produced and sold while the fourth generation Delica
was simply named the Mitsubishi Space Gear, and was positioned above the third generation
model. Initial versions of the Space gear produced and sold in Taiwan was identical to the
series 2 Japanese facelift. However, in a final facelift was conducted exclusively in Taiwan with
minor changes done to the grilles, front and rear bumpers, and front and rear light units. After
the China Motor Corporation built Mitsubishi Space Gears were discontinued in Taiwan,
Dongfeng Liuzhou continued the production in China and conducted their own facelifts and
development of the model. Three trim levels were developed after the facelift by Dongfeng
Liuzhou was conducted, including the Lingzhi M5, M3, and V3, which targets different groups of
consumers and were priced differently. The M5 is the premium version, featuring a restyled
front DRG and restyled tail lamps with prices ranging from 77, yuan to 98, yuan. The M3 being
the basic passenger version sharing the same front DRG design and same tail lamps with the
V3 but with clear DLO with prices ranging from 55, yuan to 71, yuan. The V3 is the utility cargo
version with a sealed cargo area and being the most affordable of the three trim levels with

prices ranging from 55, yuan to 66, yuan. Each trim is available with a long wheelbase version
called the Lingzhi M5L, M3L, and V3L respectively all sharing the same tail lamp design. On 30
October , Mitsubishi Motors announced that the next generation of its monobox one-box
minivan would be called the Delica D:5 , based on the Concept D-5 prototype first exhibited at
the 39th Tokyo Motor Show in Available for January is the clean diesel variant of the D:5, which
comes with Mitsubishi's brand new 2. Mitsubishi claims that this new 4N14 diesel engine is
reliable at low revs and smooth acceleration until high revs. With reduced pressure and
temperature in the cylinder, it achieves a low compression ratio of The Delica D:5 was officially
sold in Indonesia between and , where it was imported from Japan. The facelift Delica D:5 was
unveiled in Japan on 21 November with "Dynamic Shield" design language, having a Equipped
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HD series. DK series. See also: List of Hyundai vehicles. Because of this, over the last 10 years,
a small, steady stream of Delicas have come to North America, and have become popular
adventure vehicles. Note: Delicas had a staggering array of options, trim levels, variants, engine
choices, wheelbases, roof configurations, and special editions. There seems to be an exception
to every rule when trying to figure out how Delicas were originally equipped. This article is an
overview highlighting the more commonly imported Mitsubishi Delica vans imported to North
America. The van first entered production in Early Delicas had tiny 1. They were made in Japan
and Indonesia. The redesigned second-generation model started production in Passenger
versions were known as the Star Wagon. By the way, Delicas of this era were rebadged and sold
under Chrysler, Ford, Hyundai , Isuzu, and Mahindra nameplates around the globe. A similar
cab-over pick model was also available and produced well into the s in some markets. In North
America, few people import early Delicas. Instead, most people opt for the third-generation
Delica. These vans ooze with s styling which even now has a futuristic sci-fi look. The third-gen
Delica Star Wagons ditched the body-on-frame construction for a more car-like unibody
chassis. Despite this, they had a solid rear axle with leaf springs and a traditional 4WD system
with a two-speed transfer case, with a low range, for off-road use. The front suspension featured
independent control arms with torsion bars for springs. To this day, the Mitsubishi Delica
camper is a popular choice worldwide. These vans have a seemingly endless variety of options,
configurations, engine choices, and trim levels. In fact, according to Parts Souq , a seller of
Japanese vehicle parts, there are literally Delica Star Wagon variants. The L vans fall into
early-model â€” or late-model â€” versions. Early models usually have four individual
headlights; two low-beams, two high-beams. Both models often showcase signature large
yellow fog lamps on the bull bars although not always. Those bull bars could also be had in a
few configurations depending on the trim level. Many have tubular side steps or running boards
of some sort as well. These Delica vans come with various roof heights and styles. For starters,
there are low-roof and high-roof options. A high-roof will net you a few more inches of
headspace, mostly in the rear areas. Low roof models can be had with a sunroof. High roof
models may have a sunroof or the highly desired Crystal Lite roof, such as the van above. This
option features several panes providing abundant light and a more panoramic viewing
experience from the rear passenger area. Take Note: While the Crystal Light models are
undoubtedly awesome, they can be more prone to leaking or rusting. All Star Wagon models
feature rain gutters, allowing owners to easily affix a roof rack system. There are a multitude of
trim levels. The most commonly imported are the basic GLX, the mid-grade Exceed with velour
upholstery , and upper-end Super Exceed. The Super Exceed gets lots of bells and whistles,
interior upgrades, and so on. Then there are the ski-themed Chamonix and Jasper models.
These come with waterproof carpets, dual batteries, a limited-slip rear differential, and more
items aimed at winter-sports enthusiasts. In some markets, the Star Wagons could be had in a
long-wheelbase model as well. These are extremely rare to find imported into North America.
Star Wagon vans are versatile beasts. The middle row, depending on the trim level, will have
either a bench seat or two captains chairs. The third road has a bench seat. The seatback can
be folded down. In fact, on many models, the middle and rear seats will fold down creating a
platform to sleep atop. Seating capacity is generally seven people. It should be noted that while
the front seats have three-point shoulder belts, the rears are all two-point lap belts. These vans
are not equipped with airbags. The first is the 2. The mill makes approximately 86 HP and lb. The
other option is the 2. The L is a mid-engine configuration and you sit atop the powertrain. To
access the engine, you literally lift both front seats up. Either engine can be had with a
four-speed automatic or five-speed manual gearbox. The four-wheel-drive system is part-time,
with both high- and low-range. Automatic locking front hubs are most common. There was the
Cool Box, for example. Next, there was the Audio Stage karaoke machine located in the back.
Yes, you read that right. They have less than 90 hp and the aerodynamics of a shipping

container. Diesel models are happiest at and under 65 MPH, especially those equipped with a
manual transmission. The version I ownedâ€”a with the dieselâ€”still had a speed warning
chime that turned on alerting me I was going fast. By fast I mean 60 MPH. A Delica Star Wagon
handles just like it looks: tall and top-heavy. The fact you sit directly atop the front wheels leads
to an exaggerated sensation of elevation when traversing bumps. You feel like every obstacle is
a major one. It definitely is a unique experience that takes getting used to and may not be for
everyone. These vans are surprisingly off-road capable. They feature plenty of ground clearance
and decent approach and departure angles. Certain models came with a limited-slip rear
differential for better traction. Add a set of good all-terrain tires, and these things will go places
other vans could only dream of. In , the Delica was redesigned again. Gone was the mid-engine
configuration. The van got a much rounder look and a revised unibody chassis. It maintained
the solid rear axle but employed coil springs instead of leaf springs. The front suspension was
still independent and continued to use torsion bars. Whereas the previous vans used drum
brakes, the Space Gear models now had discs front and rear on many models. The Space Gear
represented a major step forward in terms of comfort, power, and drivability. Since these vans
only became recently available to import in the U. If you want to buy a Space Gear in the U. This
model was made until all the way until , with a mid-cycle refresh in the late s. The Ls have the
same roof options as Ls, despite the change in shape. This includes low-roof, high-roof,
sunroof, and Crystal Lite versions. Delica Space Gear vans had similar trim nomenclature to Ls
and just as many trim level variants if not more, including Chamonix and Jasper. The Ls are
also available in short- and long-wheelbase versions. They can move forward and backward.
With the pull of a lever, the seat bottoms will retract upward allowing the seats to be stowed
tightly against the front seats. Additionally, those middle seats can swivel degrees. But the real
show is the rearmost two-piece bench. Conversely, all of the seatsâ€”even the frontsâ€”will
recline flat and create a platform to sleep atop. Some versions have motorized curtains that can
open and close with the push of a buttonâ€”great for camping. One of the biggest
improvements the L has over the L is engine and transmission choices. Globally there are nine
choices, the most common are a 2. The 2. The popular gas version implements a 3. The diesel
can be had with a four-speed automatic or five-speed manual transmission. The V6 comes with
the automatic only. Whereas the L has a basic two-speed transfer case for its 4WD system,
many Ls get the more advanced Super Select t-case. This incorporates a center differential
giving drivers four drive modes: 2WD, 4WD high-range with an open center differential, 4WD
high-range with a locked center differential, and 4WD low with a locked center differential. This
makes it very good in snow, rain, and other low-traction environments. It can also be used on
dry pavement without damaging the system. The Delica Space Gear vans drive much more like
a modern van or car. With the engine in front of the driver and passenger, the seating position is
much more mainstream, dare I say normal? It feels much more like a van, though the driving
position is very reclined. The increased power and chassis tuning let the L keep up with North
American traffic much easier than the Star Wagon. However, some will argue the L is more
capable. But with the Super Select transfer case, you have more 4WD options. In an all-new
Delica was released. Canada will be able to import them in , however. The D:5 maintains the
same spirit as the previous Delicas, but is arguably more like a crossover or car-based van.
Power comes from either a 2. All engines are mated to a CVT. There are multiple ways. There are
many importers across North America and Canada with lots full of Japanese-market vans
including the Mitsubishi Delica. Most of them make the buying experience no different than
purchasing any other used vehicle. Most will have already done the import paperwork, often
obtained U. This would include services like replacing the timing belt, water pump, battery,
hoses, accessory belts, glow plugs, and fluids. We strongly suggest doing your homework
before buying via a Japanese auto auction site, however. Otherwise, little repairs can turn into
costly trips to a mechanic. Thankfully, there are some great communities out there including
DelicaForum. There you will find plenty of other Delica owners who share info about their vans
and help with info. You can also follow Delica owners such as myself. You can find me at
Crankshaft Culture. I discuss the ins and outs of Delica ownership regularly. Andy Lilienthal is a
life-long automotive enthusiast. He's written for several publications since the early s and has
worked in the automotive aftermarket for over a decade. He enjoys working on cars and trucks,
has a thing for oddball 4WDs and small cars, and loves to travel and camp. Andy lives with his
wife, Mercedes, in Portland, Oregon. With legendary reliability and durability this van will serve
the whole family. Will serve the whole family for many years. And the memories will last a
lifetime. Join our growing community of Delica enthusiasts. Share your experiences and
knowledge. Be the leader of the trail, and the star of the campsite. Welcome to Delica USA:
home of the most versatile minivan on Earth and the best vehicle for outdoor adventure.
Whether you are mountain biking, rock climbing, skiing, off-roading, expedition traveling, or just

camping with the family, this minivan is exactly what you have been looking for. Unfortunately,
this van was never available on the US market , but now that 25 years have passed, Mitsubishi
star wagons are now available for the North American outdoor community to enjoy. These
minivans are equipped with many unique options that are necessary for any nature lover. This
is not your average soccer mom minivan. This is an unsurpassed lifestyle vehicle. Some may
argue that it seems too quirky or too clumsy, but there is truly a certain beauty in those simple
lines of the functional interior. This van going to be like your old, good friend- very calm and
always trustworthy. As you take care of it, the will remain faithful to you for years. It will take
you almost anywhere in the Earth- climb with you up every hill, take you home from the
strongest winter storm, and be there along the way as you uncover new and hidden
destinations. This is your chance for a ticket to a real adventure. The Mitsubishi Delica is quite
possibly the ultimate adventure van. Fresh off a redesign from the previous generation the L is
equipped with power windows, power locks, oem rainguards, middle row captains chairs which
can slide and swivel degrees, factory running boards, oem fog lights and of course third row
seats. The cabin in the Delica can only be described as cavernous, capable of seating seven
adults. The third row seats can also be neatly folded to increase cargo volume in the rear. With
the high ground clearance and 4wd this turbo diesel Delica is more than capable of off road
excursions through rough terrain and trails. One of the improvements we see from the prior
generation is the column mounted shifter for the automatic transmission. The L saw noticeable
improvements over the prior generation. The 4M40 which replaced the 4D56 offers more power
while still being very frugal on fuel. The new body style is far more aerodynamic, making the L a
smoother drive for long road trips and daily driving. The high ground clearance is one of the key
features why we love the Mitsubishi Delica and with the redesign for the L this prominent
feature was maintained. It improves visibility while driving and ensures ample clearance room
when crawling through rough terrain. The L also featured a selectable transfer case which can
be accessed while driving and even offers a low gear. With a mere , verified miles this Delica is
literally just getting warmed up. The 2. Mon - Sat Service : Sales : Compare Live chat. Vehicle
overview Technical 4 speed automatic , verified miles 2. Call Email â€” info jdmsportclassics.
Financing calculator. Period month. Monthly Payment.

